How to switch to ISS Art
from another software
development partner


Choosing the right provider

The most important things
to consider are:

Choosing the right provider to outsource a software development project

may be a tricky task. When looking for a provider, a variety of factors should

be taken into account.

The expertise of the team

Having a reliable development partner to work with all the way, from the

project idea discussion to the product launch and support is what customers

typically seek for. Unfortunately, sometimes unexpected issues arise, and you

might even have to go separate ways with your vendor.

The transparency of their processes

Why you may need to
switch to another provider
Let’s look through the most common scenarios which can lead to
the necessity of changing your software development provider

why switch the provider

1

The price is too high
The price of the services may seem too high for you. Based on our experience,
we can say that the price (in particular, the hourly rate) doesn’t always
determine the overall project cost. Not only the hourly rate of specialists of
the same level may vary from company to company, but also the productivity
level and work approaches.
Therefore, a higher rate doesn’t necessarily mean higher project costs — such
factors as, for example, the expertise should also be considered.

2

Exceeding the budget
and time
Your current provider may fail to meet the budget and time constraints.
Needless to say, staying within the budget constraints is critical for any
business. Providing the deliverables on time is also an important
characteristic of a software development partner, especially when
important releases are tied to certain business events. If your provider fails
to accomplish this, it may become a real threat to your business success.

why switch the provider

3

Low quality of work
The quality of the provider’s work doesn’t satisfy you. If you notice that a
product (or a certain deliverable) doesn’t work as designed, and this happens
systematically, start looking for an alternative provider.

5

The provider has just
disappeared
In the most unwanted scenario, a provider may even stop replying to your
requests.

4

Provider’s competence is
outdated
The provider doesn’t have sufficient competence to keep pace with the new
business and technological requirements. Business requirements are subject
to change, which means that the existing solutions should adapt to these
changes. Often, to keep pace with all the changes, new technological tools
need to be applied, and sometimes it happens that the current provider
doesn’t possess all the necessary competences.

How to change the current
software development provider
If any of the above is the case, then it’s time to look for a reliable partner.
Let’s see how you can do this in the most efficient way

how to change the provider

1

2

Gather all the artifacts on
time

Keep all the access details
under control

If you do not like the current development team for some reason, it would be

Make sure that all the access credentials (the passwords and access to the

a good idea to start gathering all the artifacts from them — i.e.

environments where the application is deployed, the code) are real and are

documentation, code access, passwords for accessing the environments

under your control (which means they cannot be changed without your

where the application and the database server are deployed.

permission). This way you will prevent the unwanted event when the provider

Once you have all the artifacts, start the transfer process while the provider
is still active. When you stop working with them, they can refuse to help you
with gathering artifacts, conceal important details, delay the transfer time, or
give incomplete answers.

you decided to break ties with begins to extort money for these accesses.


how to change the provider
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Take the time to transfer
all the artifacts

Ensure the data
completeness

This is not an instant process, and it requires the participation of various
experts — analysts, developers, managers, testers, architects. A proven
format is: the team who hands over all the artifacts holds several meetings
where it shares the key points of the project, its deployment, customer’s
business, etc., with the demonstration of the project related documents, and
the accepting side asks all the questions it has.

Make sure that all the artifacts (documentation, schemes, code, etc.) of the
project are located in the repository. There shouldn’t be any documents or
code that exist only on the developers' machines or in a private repository
controlled by the service provider. For this purpose, you may have to build the
code from the sources, deploy and run the application on the prepared
environment. In addition, the application will need to be tested. But the time
spent is worth it.

After getting familiar with the project materials received, the accepting side
might still have some questions left. Therefore, it may be useful to hold
additional meetings to answer the questions.
Most likely, this time will have to be paid for (by both sides of the process).

how to change the provider
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Have the two vendors
work together

Arrange the recordings of
meetings

For large projects, it’s a good practice to have the new provider’s team
working together with the previous provider’s team under a single release
or several agile iterations. As soon as they perform at least one release
together, the new provider will get an understanding of the processes,
technologies, and code.

A good idea is to have all the meetings recorded (in video or at least audio
format). Despite the fact that minutes of meetings are usually written, they
may lack small details, which might be needed further on. So, having the
recordings will help you a lot with finding answers to your questions in the
future. In addition, it will make your meetings way more constructive.


how to change the provider
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Think of Plan B

Agree on consultations

Be sure to have Plan B in case something goes wrong while working with a new
team. There are known cases when a Customer transferred the project to
another team, and that team could not make a single release for the whole
year, because the project was large and complex in terms of business
requirements and technical aspects. Moreover, it turned out that the new
provider lacked the required competence. So, there should be a possibility to
return to the state of the project before it was transferred to the new team.


Agree on the possibility of consulting with the previous provider some time
after the artifacts are handed over to a new provider. There will always be
some questions left.

The new project acceptance
A provider who has experience in accepting projects will help you at every stage of

the project acceptance. All the experts from the accepting side are usually involved

in the process:

The activities in this area include
(but are not limited to):

Analyst

System architect and
developers
Reviewing all the necessary documents

Reviewing the code

Designer

Checking the transmitted code for the completeness

Making sure that all the artifacts are transferred

correctly and completely

So, the new provider’s team should apply all of its technical expertise to

ensure the successful project transfer.

What about us?
Here at ISS Art we have experience in taking over

development projects started by other companies.

Actually, transfering a project to another team is not that scary. If the project

is not very large, having access to the repository and the possibility to contact

the previous developer for a while will be enough.

In fact, even if you broke up badly with the development team, the most

necessary minimum for us is the access to the source code. Just make sure

that the whole application code is located in the repository (not just a part of

it), and it is working.

Our experts will study the existing code and dive into your business specifics

(possibly with your help), even when no documentation is left. We are

already experienced in it.
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